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Abstract

\ire review the use of Kalman filter and HMM techniques for frequency tracking (single-tone
HMM structure is suggested and issues related to
rhresholding phenomena are discussed.
and multiharmonic cases). A possible new
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is t o raise some speculative issues concerning Hidden Markov Model
filters. The vehicle for doing this involves consideration of some frequency tracking problems. In
such problems, the received signal comprises an underlying sinusoid, sum of sinusoids or sum of
harmoriically related siausoids, together with additive measurement noise. T h e frequency tracking
problem (single tone, multi-bone and multiharmonic) is the problem of estimating the underlying
frequency or frequencies. which may bc slowly varying. In the single-tone case, the frequency
tracking problem can more or less be viewed as FM demodulation, about which much is known.
As described in Section 2, single-tone and multiharmonic frequency tracking problems can both
be addressed by Iialman filtering theory, or in the constant parameter case, eficacious maximum
likelihood estimation algorithms. Tl~resholdphenomena are observed.
In Section 3. the HklM approach t o tlicse problems is described. Two methods are available in the
literature, and a third is proposed which appears more closely tied t o the Kalman filtering theory.
In Scction -1: there is a brief discussion concerning threshold phenomena in HMM filtering.
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Frequency Tracking - Continuous State-Space Filters

FkI detection [VAl] provides a simple csample of a frequency tracking problem with a single tone:

Here. .-1 is typically constant and known (thong11 not always so), n(t) is white measurement noise
of co\.ariance ATo6(t - .s)$ a.nd the instantaneous frequency wo + pa(t) often is subject to certain
assiuuptions, for esample
1) $ ~ i ( l ) = wl, where wl is ~ ~ n k n o wwiiile
n
w, is known. Thus in (2.1), there is a constant

unknown frequency and phase. This is the single-tone problem with constant frequency.

+

2) M t ) = WI
w ~ f with
.
at lcast one of w l and wz unknown while wo is known; thus the
frequency has a. ra.mp variation

3 ) a ( t ) is tlie output of a low bandwidth linear system excited by white noise, e.g. a + y a = X{(t),
for some unit variance white noise {(t) with 7 > 0, X # 0; this is the single-tone problem
\\.it11 siowly va.rying freq~~ency.

Classical [VAl] or modern (i.e. Kalman filter based) [ANl,SNI] approaches lead to the phase locked
loop as an estimator of a ( t ) , or the instantaneous frequency, see Figure 2.1 for example. The figure
depicts the case when A is known and a variant must be used when A is also to be estimated; the
values for p and r in Figure 2.lc are not here particularly important.
An alternative approach to single-tone tracking is to postulate that over intervals of a certain length,

T say, the frequency of the received signal can be assumed to be constant. If a discrete-time model
is used. this means one postulates that

with A,WOand 80 parametrizing the signal, and n ( t ) a white noise sequence of variance No. Usually,
wo and 00 are unknown.. and A may or may not be known, [RIl].
A ~nasimurnlikelihood estimator is available for the triple wo.Bo and A (or, if A is known, wo and
00). The ii~~plernentation
basically involves Fourier transforming the data. For example, if instead
of ~ ( tone
) works with the analytic signal
A

+

Z ( t ) = ~ ( t ) Z(t) = Aexp j(wot

+ 00) + ( n ( t ) +jii(t))

~.

as per [RIl], and if one defines

where T = $ then G = asgmas IZ(w)( is the maximum likelihood estimate.over the interval - see
Figure 2.2. 111 the next interval, a new maximum likelihood estimate is obtained, and so on. The
estimated frequency track is thus piecewise constant.

Tliresholrl phenomena are observed with both these types of estimator. Above the threshold signal
to noise ratio:
the performance of the phase-locked loop is characterizable by analysis using linearization,
and no "cycle-skipping" occurs
the performance of the MLE is characterized by (essentially) non occurrence of outliers (i.e.
noise so contribnt,ing to lz(w)l in Figure 2.2 that the peak occurs well away from wo) and by
the Cramer-Rao bounds holding with equality.
Below the threshold SNR., in both cases. the quality of estimate deteriorates sharply, i.e. a small
reduction in SNR can result in a big increase in estimation error variance.
Characterization of the onset of threshold has been available for some time in the PLL approach: it
is associated with the phase error variance reaching a value of about 0.25 radZ for a particular type
of frequency variation [VAl, see p.601. A characterization has recently became available for the
kILE single tone problem, which again involves a critical valueof thephase error Variance, [JAI].

'

Since in both cases, the above threshold behaviour, including phase error variance, is computable
using the problem data, a priori re diction of whether performance will be above or below threshold
is possible.
Now let us turn t o the multiharmonic frequency tracking problem, but stiU using a continuous
state-space viewpoint. There is an analog for each of the previous tracking schemes. The first of
these is described in [PAL].The received signal is

Oi1.e can model w in any of the ways already described, and even postulate a separate (slow) variation
in &. Also, one can treat the case of known or unknown A k . Kalman filtering theory leads to a
structure involving coupled phase-locked loops, see Figure 2.3 for the case of two hamonics_only
ior an illustration of that part of the receiver structure which estimates w. The signals 81,82 are
estimates of w t + dl and 2wt +-&respectively. If the low pass filters are neglected and the coupling
I~etweei~
the loops neglected, the upper loop is like that of Figure 2a with

For the MLE problem. we assume the received signal is available in discrete time as

The unknomns are the fundamenta.1 frequency wo, the phases B:,k = I, ...,mand possibly the
ainplitudes Ah, and all these unknowns are assumed constant over the measurement interval. The
noise is white.
Once again, the discrete Fourier transform of Z ( t ) proves highly relevant in generating the desired
h;IL estimates. Because the separate tones are harmonically related, the algorithm is not the same
as that of [RE]. The theory is set out in [Bill], and ij is defined by
m

13= atg max

(Z(iw)j2
i=1

(at least for the case when a.mplitlides and
~uultitoneproblem).

are initially unknown, which is typical in the

For both problems, si11111lationestablishes the existence of a threshold phenomenon. Above threshold
Coupled PLL performa.nce is predictable by Kalman filtering theory, Gsing linearization..

-

MLE performance is predictable by Crarner-Rao calculations, the bounds defining the actual
performance.
The MLE and coupled PLL approaches can be harrnonised, through making certain specialisations in the signal model used for the PLL, [JA3].
The quantity Ck2A:/No functions as a SNR, [JA2], [JA3].
As for characterizing the threshold itself, rather less is known than for the single tone case; however,
for the MLE problem:
Below threshold performance can be computed, as well as being establishable by simulations,
[WIl], the computations are substantial, and not very insightful. Nonetheless, the fact that
. they can be performed is itself important.

w

The threshold SNR level can be characterized approximately by a readily computable quantity; in the single tone case, this is equivalent to the phase-error variance, [JAl]. The quantity
computed remains unaltered so long as the ratio of the SNR to the number of measurements,
N ,is kept constant. This quantity remains roughly invariant at threshold for different values
of N as may straightforwardly be checked by successively doubling N while observing a 3dB
decrease in (or in absolute terms, a halving of) the SNR value at the point of threshold, (see
[JA4]). In the multiharmonic case, the quantity is closely related to each of the harmonic
phase error variances.

3

Frequency Tracking - HMM Filters

We begin by discussing the scheme of [ST11 for the single-tone problem; The range of possible
frequencies for a single tone is termed a gate; the gate is divided into n adjacent cells, with cent&
frequencies r j ; , i = 1,...,n. A model is postulated in which over intervals of length T, say, the
frequency track is assumed to be in the i-th cell or to be absent, and the location of the track over
the next time interval is governed by a transition probability from the i-th to the j-th cell (which
in turn can be obtained by postulating that frequenciesvary as a result of process noise).
The data over one interval length is collected, and subjected to Fourier transformation. The
DFT is evaluated at the centre frequency of each cell, and the maximum magnitude, if above a
threshold', is held to define a "measurementn of the active cell. If the threshold magnitude is not
reached, the "measurement" is that no signal is present. Knowing the actual signal to noise ratio
allows calculation of the probabilities of making correct and incorrect measurements. When these
probabilities, the cell-to-cell transition probabilities and the Umeasurements"are put together, track
estimates over a number of intervals (which may involve initiation and termination) can be found.
[A track estimate over a number of intervals is simply an estimate of the series of cells through
which the frequency passes.]
'This threshold is quite distinct from the 'threshold phenomenan discussed in the previous section.

Some key advantages of this arrangement are
a The easy way in which track initiation and termination are included.
a

The fact that smoothed as opposed to filtered estimates (fixed-interval, or fixed-lag if desired)
can be obtained.

a The attractive computational burden.
a

The possibility of training using standard HMM techniques, to improve estimates of the
underlying probabilities.

However, on the other side, let 11s note that
The transition and measurement probabilities are derived effectively on the assumption that
the actual tracks are piecewise constant, which is not the case at all.
a

All phase information is being thrown away.

For the resolution of the first point, one could examine the MLE calculations of Rife and Boorstyn
[RIl] with a view to assessing the damage caused by a varying frequency in an interval. Also, as
an additional or alternative approach, one could use the training facility of HMM to improve the
probability estimates.

A step towards resoliltion of the second point is described below.
What of the multitone liarmonic tracking problem?
The same approach as above could be contemplated. The key variations would arise firstly in the
algorithm which took measurements over one time interval and determined a frequency estimate
(the "measurementn), and secondly in calculating the probabilities of making correct and incorrect
measurements in one interval. Here, a number of the ideas of [WIl] may be relevant - these
calculations are far from easy.
\Ire now discuss an improvement [DA2] of the above arrangement which is linked to a modified
concept of "measurement". For each interval of time-series data, and each cell, the amplitude and
phase of the DFT evaluated at the centre frequency of the cell are obtained; complete specification
of these quantities in d l gate cells over turo ndjacent intervals is now deemed a umeasurementn. If
one assumes that the signal frequency is actually located in the same cell in two successive time
intervals, the phase information allows comparatively accurate estimation of the frequency, i.e.
one estimates the frequency not via the centre frequency of the cell, but by this centre frequency
corrected with the aid of the phase data. This is based on work in [McMl, McM21.
Apart from improved frequency estimation within a cell, there is a change in the measurement
probability matrix. Previously, the measurement probability matrix was defined by the probabilities of incorrect or correct measurements; i.e. fof each i , the collection ~r{"measurernents".=.

cell i I true frequency in cell j). Under this new scheme, one needs as a measurement Iikelihood function {Probability of signal DFT amplitudesRk, Rk+l in interval I k and I k + l and phase
difference &+, - +k given true amplitude A and frequency D).
There is a third possible HMM scheme which could be used in the single or multi-tone case, which
so far seems not t o have been used. In [ST2], a description of a conventional Kalman filter has been
given as an infinite state hidden Markov model. The underlying idea of [ST21 could be carried over
to the problem of single-tone (or multitone) estimation in the following way.
Consider the discrete-time signal model

xvhich can be rewritten, introducing a two dimensional state vector [a(kT,),O(kT,)] where O(kT,)
is the sum of the previoiis a(jT,):

This i s a discretized version of the scheme considered in Section 2. For convenience, assume A is
known.
. .
The (a,B) space is gridded, and in this way the [a(kT.),O(kT,)] process is approximated by a
stationary finite-?tate Markov process, with transition probabilities computable from the above
equations, the grid points and the statistics of ((.). The meaiurements are also discretized and a
measurement probability matrix Pt{r(kT,) = i I O(kT,) = j ) can be determined.
Now the tracking problem is an AEvIEvI problem. albeit one in what may be a high dimensional
space - 200 or 300 values of 0 may be needed, as well as a number of values for a, the estimation
of which yieldsthe desired frequency estimate.
..\s with any HMM scheme, proba.bility vectors can be obtained, smoothing is relatively easy, and
training is possible.
J&'hy might this procedure be preferable to a phase-locked loop? The phased-locked loop is, roughly
speaking, an approximate conditional probability computer, and so is an HMM receiver. The former
approximates via a gai1ssia.n dens it.^, the latter by a discrete collection of delta functions. Since these
approximations are different, different performance is to be expected, particularly below threshold.
The multitone versions could be of much higher dimension again, though the transition probability
matrix will be sparse. The computational burden has not been investigated. In general, one would
hope that tlie structure of the HMM estimator would pamliel that of the associated'eztended Kalman
filter, and this is the coupled phase-locked loop structure. Thus one might discern the equivalent
. . of several HAfAl single tone estimators with some cross-coupling.

This loosely sketched scheme, related perhaps more closely to a signal model with truly continuously
varying frequency than either of the first two schemes (which presume piecewise constant frequency)
has yet to be evaluated, but would seem promising.

4

A General HMM Issue

Some estimation problems naturally involve a discrete state-space, and discrete values of measurements. Others are only resented this way after some "restructuringn. Frequency tracking is
certainly an example of the latter, since frequency is naturally a continuous variable, and noisy
sine-wave measurements equally so.
Problems where the state and measurement spaces are continuous can often be tackled by extended
Icalman filter ideas, [.lN1]. The EI<F is derived using linearization assumptions, the violation of
!vhicli is typically associated with a threshold-type phenomenon. Since the HMM filter may well be
a discrete state, discrete measurement approximation of the EKE, then questions like the foliowing
arise: are threshold phenomena well recognized in HMM applications? Is anything systematic
known about them? Since an HhlM does not rely on linearization in the way an EKF does, might
threshold occur for lower SNRs than for an associated EKF?
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